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Executive Summary

Language datasets are often not cited, or cited imprecisely, because of confusion surrounding the proper methods for citing them. For the use of researchers and scholars in the field working with datasets, this document proposes components of data citation for referencing language data, both in the bibliography and in the text of publications. As each journal may have its own stylistic conventions, we do not address specific formats or citation styles, but rather elements of citations; however, for journals or repositories seeking to update their data citation guidance, we hope this document will be helpful. Furthermore, these recommendations are intended to be only guidelines, as we cannot account for every possibility here. This guidance is based on the Austin Principles, the FORCE11 and Research Data Alliance Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles, and the Reproducible Research in Linguistics position statement.

The template for a **minimal bibliographic reference** (i.e. in the bibliography section of a piece of academic writing) to a dataset resource is:

**Author, Date, Title, Publisher, Locator.**

The template for an **expanded bibliographic reference** to a dataset resource, including conditional elements (i.e. required in certain cases depending on resource characteristics) is:

**Author, Other Attribution (Roles), Date, Title, Publisher, Locator, Version, Date accessed.**

In-text (or in-line) citations must point to a bibliographic reference in the bibliography section of the published work. The template for a **minimal in-text citation** is:

**Author, Date.**

The template for an **expanded in-text citation** including additional potential information is:

**Author, Date, Locator, Subset, Other Attribution (Roles).**

Please note: Definitions of the elements contained in the bibliographic reference and the in-text citation can be found in the Glossary. A longer version of the recommendations, explaining concepts, highlighting challenges and providing examples can be found in:

0. Introduction

0.1 Intended audience
The intended audience for these recommendations consists of i) academic publishers, ii) resource providers (e.g. repositories, archives), iii) researchers citing data, and iv) researchers making data management plans, developing and depositing data, and preparing metadata.

Academic publishers will have the opportunity to add these recommendations to their author guidelines for citation. Resource providers will learn which metadata and citation elements are crucial in order for data to be properly citable. Researchers using data in their publication will know how to cite these data in case publisher guidelines are underspecified. Researchers depositing data in a repository will know more about what metadata they should provide in order to publish their data so as to make them citable.

0.2 General recommendations
Publishers should provide guidelines for formatting details and should aim to treat data publications in a similar way to other publications as regards those aspects which they have in common. For instance, the list of contributors should be abbreviated the same way in in-text citations (with the same limit on number of names) as for other publications. The order of elements, use of initials for first names, and other formatting are publisher-dependent. The way Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) and other elements are written may also be publisher-dependent.

Resource providers might require citation of metadata elements not listed here or listed only as conditional. For instance, some resource providers include an indicator of data fixity in the citation information, e.g. Universal Numerical Fingerprint (UNF). When a recommended citation is given by a resource provider, some adjustment of formatting may be necessary to conform to stylesheets or publisher requirements; however, we advise to make every effort to include all of the same information in the citation as included in the resource provider’s recommended citation.

Some resource providers might require citation of a written publication related to the resource. In this case, the written publication should be cited in addition to citing the resource itself.

This document is not aimed at promoting a best practice data publication model, only a best practice citation model given that data are published or made available in some way.
1. References in the bibliography

This section describes how to create full references to dataset resources for inclusion in the bibliography (or references) section of a piece of academic writing. Section 1.1 discusses whether one should cite a full dataset at the highest level or organization, or a component of the dataset. Section 1.2 provides templates for creating a reference to data in a bibliography: a minimal template containing required elements, and an expanded template also containing conditionally-required elements. Examples of references, with commentary, are given in Section 1.3.

The recommendations are kept as analogous as possible with recommendations for citation of other, more traditional, types of publications. For elements of the citation that are specific to data, the recommendations below are based upon: Data Citation Synthesis Group, Martone Maryann (ed.). 2014. Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles. San Diego CA: FORCE11. https://doi.org/10.25490/a97f-egyk.

1.1 What to cite in the bibliography

Sometimes it is desirable to provide a reference to an entire resource that may be comprised of numerous components (e.g. files or folders), while at other times it is desirable to provide separate citations to the individual components that were used. The choice of what to cite in the bibliography depends both on the structure of the resource as well as whether it is overly cumbersome to cite numerous individual components. Our recommendation is that if different components of a resource have different Authors, provide separate entries for each of them, when feasible, in order to credit those authors properly. Otherwise, include only one reference for the entire resource, or the highest level used.

1.2 Templates for references

In this section we present two templates for citation of dataset resources in the bibliography. All elements of the templates are defined in the Glossary. Elements coded in green and bold are considered minimal (i.e. required), while elements coded in purple and italics are considered to be conditional. Conditional elements are those that may be included based on either the characteristics of the resource (e.g. references to versioned datasets should include the version number), or on subfield-specific traditions (e.g. in language documentation, it is common to acknowledge the contributions of language consultants by name).

The template for a minimal reference to a dataset resource in the bibliography section of a piece of academic writing is:

Author, Date, Title, Publisher, Locator.
The template for an expanded bibliographic reference to a dataset resource, including conditional elements is:

**Author**, Other Attribution (Roles), Date, Title, Publisher, Locator, Version, Date accessed.

1.3 Examples of references

The examples below are taken from a variety of sources, and are meant to illustrate various scenarios for citing data in the bibliography. For expository reasons, all examples are formatted here using the Glossa stylesheet. Please note that the stylesheet or the repository citation requirements may influence the order of elements in the citation, resulting in deviation from the suggested template above.

1.3.1 Citing a full dataset

*Example 1: A straightforward example.*

This example shows a fairly straightforward citation of a dataset for a bibliography. The **Author** element is appended by an optional specific role (here, Collector); it also has a **Date** (2005), a **Title** (*Ma’anyan narratives*), two **Locators** (the repository-internal identifier AA4 and a DOI), and a **Publisher** (PARADISEC).


https://doi.org/10.4225/72/56E979455A05E.

*Example 2: Citing a resource with an Author that is not a person.*

This example shows three references to resources for which the **Author** is not a person. In all three of these, the **Author** element is the organization responsible for developing the resource and making it available (see the Glossary for more information on selecting **Authors**). Note that in the second and third citations below, the same entity is both the **Author** and the **Publisher**.


*Example 3: Citing resources with special Dates.*

---

[5]
This example shows citations that have special Dates. The Hauk dataset was published over a period of three years. The Prignitz dataset does not have a publication or deposit date, so the collection date is therefore used and marked as such.


**Example 4: Different kinds of Locators.**

In the Prignitz dataset from Example 3, the URL to the landing page of the main collection is used as the Locator. The Adelaar dataset from Example 1 above has both a PID (in this case, a DOI) and a repository-internal identifier (AA4); both are used to aid locating the resource. For the Mæhlum dataset below, which is published on a physical CD audio, media is specified as a Locator. The Ferrara and Ringsø dataset is unpublished, which is indicated here in the media specification Locator.


**Example 5: Citing resources with and without Version and Date Accessed.**

In the Kamoen et al. citation below, a version number is provided in the repository, so it is added to the citation.


However, not all resources will list a version number. The Hauk dataset in Example 3 has no version number, but three-year period of publication indicates that the collection may have changed somewhat during that period; in cases like this it is good practice to add the date the resource was accessed to the citation. Similarly, the INESS dataset in Example 2 is a dynamic dataset, meaning it changes frequently, so the date accessed should be added to the citation.

**1.3.2 Citing a component of a dataset**

**Example 6: Variations of the element Author.**

This example shows several citations to components of a dataset with variations of the element Author, which may not always refer to a single person in the traditional sense of the term.
“author.” The Hauk et al. item and the Krauss et al. item are listed with several persons and their roles on the respective landing pages. With no reference recommended by the resource provider, we include all persons in the **Author** field, and also their roles. In these specific cases, Hauk and Krauss most closely fit the definition of **Author** (i.e., the person most responsible for developing the resource; see the **Glossary**), so we use their names first. The UCLA Phonetics Lab Archive component does not have any named responsible person in the metadata, so we therefore put the archive in the **Author** field.


**Example 7: Citing components with and without Date accessed.**
The ISWOC component cited below contains dynamic data, so it requires a **Date accessed**.


The reference to the entire Hauk dataset in Example 3 above included a **Date accessed** because the entire dataset was published over a three-year period. If we can assume that a single component from the full dataset is stable, then we do not need to provide a **Date accessed** when citing this component, as in Example 6 above. When in doubt about the stability of a component, include the **Date accessed**.

**Example 8: Different kinds of Locators.**
This example shows two citations with different kinds of locators. The Duke University component cited below is analog (paper) and the reference points to a specific archival box in a library for retrieval of the component; a URL for the library can also aid retrieval. The Andrade Santos item has a DOI pointing directly to the item cited, and needs no further specification.

2. In-text citations

This section describes how to create in-text (or in-line) citations in the body of a piece of academic writing (e.g. numbered examples in a linguistics article). Section 2.1 provides templates for creating in-text citations: a minimal template containing required elements, and an expanded template also containing conditionally-required elements. Examples of in-text citations, with commentary, are given in Section 2.2.

2.1 Templates for in-text citations

In-text (or in-line) citations must point to a bibliographic reference at the end of the published work. Thus, an in-text citation to data can include elements required by the publisher’s stylesheet. There may be field-specific conventions that apply which may differ significantly from these instructions.

The recommendations are kept as analogous as possible with recommendations for in-text citation of other, more traditional, types of publications (e.g. the Author:Year format). If your publication outlet uses a numerical citation style, use footnotes or endnotes to provide the additional information (depending on granularity). Footnotes are also recommended for long PIDs when it is necessary to refer to specific resource items, folders, sections etc.

In the absence of explicit instructions, the minimal template is:

Author, Date

Additional specificity may be indicated in in-text citations using conditional information, e.g.:

- Locator, like a PID pointing directly to an individual item in a resource, or URL or item name if PID is unavailable.
- Subset, like an individual file or files within a larger dataset, or timestamps or line numbers indicating parts of a file.
- Other Attribution (Roles), like the name of the person who uttered or signed the example cited.

The expanded template including conditional information:

Author, Date, Locator, Subset, Other Attribution (Roles)
2.2 Examples of in-text citations

The examples in this section are meant to illustrate various types of conditional information that may be necessary for in-text citations. Again, the nature of the resource will dictate what information is necessary.

Example 9: Citation of a recording in an archived collection of recordings.
The first example presents in-text citations to the collection of materials by Hauk shown in Example 3 above.

A minimal in-text citation would appear as:

(Hauk 2018)

It may be necessary or desirable to include more granular information. When the bibliographic reference is to the whole collection, it may be desirable to create the in-text citation by referencing a portion of the collection using a Locator. The Locator could be a component of the collection or a PID. An in-text citation to a particular item (in this case, a folder containing an audio file and a text transcription file in the collection) could be either of the following; the first refers to a particular item by its title, and the second refers to an item by its PID:

(Hauk 2018: BH2-076)

(Hauk 2018: http://hdl.handle.net/10125/58937)

It may be useful to refer to a particular Subset by its timestamp. Unless otherwise specified, we recommend adding a time range based on ISO-8601 time codes [hh]:[mm]:[ss] format.

(Hauk 2018: BH2-076, 00:00:01–00:00:03)

If relevant, one may add Other Attribution to include a particular person and a Role in the in-text citation.

(Hauk 2018: BH2-081, 00:00:01–00:00:03, Rezo Orbetishvili (Speaker))

Example 10: Citation of corpus available through an online interface.
The second example presents in-text citations to the Corpus of Regional African American Language (CORAAL), which provides an online interface to a corpus of recordings and aligned transcripts.

The CORAAL website indicates the following reference for the bibliography:
A minimal in-text citation for CORAAL would be

(Kendall & Farrington 2018)

More granularity may be desired. For example, to reference a single recording, the title of the recording can be appended as a Locator:

(Kendall & Farrington 2018: DCA_se1_ag1_m_04_1)

Further granularity is also possible, for example, to a Subset like a timestamp or line numbers:

(Kendall & Farrington 2018: DCA_se1_ag1_m_04_1, 00:00:21.1564-00:00:32.5222)
(Kendall & Farrington 2018: DCA_se1_ag1_m_04_1, lines 18-22)

Example 11: Citation of a dynamic map created through an online database query:
In this example, we are creating a citation for a dynamic map of Balto-Slavic languages that is created by querying the Glottolog database. See Figure 1, with an in-text citation in the Figure caption.

Figure 1: Map of Balto-Slavic languages (Hammarström, Forkel & Haspelmath 2019: balt1263)
Glottolog uses its repository-internal identifier balt1263 to identify the Balto-Slavic family; the identifier can serve as a **Locator**. In this case, the in-text reference points to the following citation in the bibliography, containing the URL where the repository-internal identifier found in the in-text citation could be searched to return the full map and data:


**Example 12: Citation of instances of grammaticality judgments, using line number for granularity.**
This example presents an in-text citation to the following bibliographic reference, which is a series of spreadsheets of grammaticality judgments of Uzbek polar questions:


In order to properly cite a particular instance from the spreadsheet, the template **Author, Date, Locator, Subset** is used:

(1) *Chiroyli-mas-miz-mi?*
pretty-NEG-1PL-Q¹
Are we not pretty?

(Gribanova 2016: -mi-inversion-dataset-2019.csv, No. 27)

**Example 13: Citation of a typological survey with URL only.**
This example presents an in-text citation to the following bibliographic reference, which is an online typological database with a URL for a **Locator**.


The in-text citation refers to a particular page from the AfBo website:

Indonesian has other influences from Dutch, for example ten Dutch derivational prefixes and three abstract-noun forming suffixes attested with non-Dutch stems (Seifart 2013, [https://afbo.info/pairs/19](https://afbo.info/pairs/19)).

¹ The glossing has been adapted to the [Leipzig Glossing Rules](https://afbo.info/pairs/19).
3. Glossary

- **Author**: By “Author” is meant by default one or more entities (persons or organisations) responsible for developing the resource. Specific **Roles** will vary with the details of the resource and the terminology of the resource provider, but might include “Project Leader”, “Investigator”, “Researcher”, “Data Collector”, “Depositor,” “Project Contact,” “Consultant,” etc. By default, only the main responsible **Authors** are listed without mentioning their roles. Other entities might be specified or required by a resource provider, publisher guidelines, or subfield norms, and should be marked by their specific roles using parentheses, e.g. *John Smith (Data Collector)*. When roles may be needed in addition to Author, we have listed these as **Other Attribution** in our templates.

For more information on contributor roles, see the following:

- [https://www.casrai.org/credit.html](https://www.casrai.org/credit.html)
- OLAC Role vocabulary: [http://www.language-archives.org/REC/role.html](http://www.language-archives.org/REC/role.html)

- **Date**: Date of publication (default); if not available, i.e. there is no formal publication process or it has not been completed, use the deposit date (i.e., initial date of availability, also for dynamic resources), and mark it as such using parentheses, e.g. *2018 (deposit date)*. If there is no deposit date, then use collection date (i.e. when data collection was completed or period of collection), and mark it as such, e.g. *2012-2016 (collection date)*.
  - Whether **Date** is specified as the year only or a more precise date depends on publisher guidelines.
  - When the data is in the process of being collected and is still growing, the **Date** may be a range (with start and end dates) relating to the version that was used.

- **Date Accessed**: Required if the resource is dynamic, i.e. the data will change over time (e.g. treebanks that can be reparsed), or if for any other reason it is uncertain whether the cited version of the resource is stable and persistent.

- **Locator**: A Persistent Identifier (PID), sometimes also referred to as a Persistent Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) or Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), to the landing page of the resource accessed (at the collection, folder, file and/or item level as relevant, corresponding to what **Title** refers to). A PID may be a Digital Object Identifier (DOI), Handle (hdl), ARK, or other format. If there is no such identifier, mention the URL to the resource provider (e.g. e.g. repository or archive) together with the internal identifier for the resource (e.g. deposit ID), and, if only a part is referred to by the **Title**, the identifier
to that part (e.g. folder or file). If no online locator exists, the **Locator** can specify the media instead (e.g. CD audio, CD-ROM text file) or analog (e.g. book, archival card file).

- **Other Attribution**: see **Author** above.

- **Publisher**: Entity responsible for providing access to the resource. In most cases this will be the name of the resource provider, e.g. the repository or archive. If possible this should be the original source, not a harvester of metadata or copier of the data.

- **Subset**: Used in in-text citations to refer to a specific portion of a resource cited in the reference list. May be a component or set of components (e.g. files). May also be a timestamp or line/row number or other indicator of granularity.

- **Title**: Title of the resource (i.e. of the whole dataset as published). If only one well-defined part of a resource is referred to throughout the text, then that part (e.g. section, file, item, etc.) may be added to the title. If different parts of the resource are referred to throughout the text, it is preferable to cite the entire resource in the bibliography and specify the relevant part in each in-text citation.

- **Version**: Version number (if available and not already mentioned in the **Title**), time stamp (e.g. for nightly builds), Git commit ID, or similar. The default is that there is only one version and the resource is assumed to be stable. An alternative value is “dynamic” meaning that the resource may change without explicit versioning or time stamps; in that case, **Date accessed** is also required.
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